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MACROSCOPIC QUANTUM TUNNELLING IN A CURRENT BIASED JOSEPHSON JUUCTION 

J. M. Martinis, M. H. Devoret,* J. Clarke and C. Urbina* 

Department of Physics, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720 
Materials and Molecular Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

Berkeley, CA 94720 

We discuss in this work an attempt to answer experimentally the 

question: do macroscopic variables obey quantum mechanics? More pre

cisely, this experiment deals with the question of quantum-mechanical 

tunnelling of a macroscopic variable, a subject related to the famous 

"Schrodinger's cat" problem in the theory of measurement. 1 

A current biased Jos~phson tunnel junction is a particularly suit

able system where one can look for the existence of "Macroscopic Quantum 

Tunnelling" (MQT). The Resistively Shunted Junction model is the 

simplest picture we can consider in order to understand the system. In 

this model a Josephson tunnel junction of critical current 10 biased at 

constant current I satisfies the equations2 

I Iosino + C(dV/dt) + VIR (1 a) 

2TfV I CPo ( 1 b) 

where 0, V, C, R are, respectively, the superconducting phase differ

ence, the voltage, the capacitance and the shunt resistance across the 

junction (Fig. 1), and CPo = h/2e. This system is equivalent to a 

particle of mass .oC/2Tf moving in a "tilted washboard potential" (Fig. 2) 

(2) 

and subject to friction (with a friction coefficient given by CP o/2TfR). 

The macroscopic variable 6, associated with a macroscopic number of 

Cooper pairs coherently tunnelling across the junction, represents here 

the position of the particle. 

When I < 10 there exist two macroscopically different possible 

states for an underdamped junction: I. The particle sits at the bottom of 

* On leave from Service de Physique du Solide et de Resonance Magnetique, 

CEN-Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette CEDEX, FRANCE. 



a particular well. The junction is in a stationary state (6 = 0), or 

according to (lb), in a zero voltage state. II. The particles runs freely . 
down the washboard with some average velocity o. Here, a non-zero 

voltage appears across the junction. 

The junction can decay from the metastable zero voltage state to the 

finite voltage state in two ways. (a) At high temperatures, via thermal 

fluctuations over the potential barrier 6U (Fig. 2). (b) At low temper

atures via quantum tunnelling through the barrier (if quantum mechanics 

is valid for macroscopic variables). In case (a), i.e. when kBT » 
Mwp ' where wp is the frequency of oscillation of the particle at the 

bottom of the well, the decay rate from I to II is given by3 

At T = 0, it is possible to obtain an expression for the tunnelling rate 

through a straightforward WKB calculation4 by ignoring dissipation. But 

it is important to note that macroscopic systems are generally subject 

to friction and one needs to include this effect in the tunnelling calcu

lation. The important result is that the WKB tunnelling rate is reduced 

by damping. 5 The expression for the tunneling rate is: 

(4a) 

where (4b) 

and ~ = (120nb)1/2 (4c) 

where Q = RCwp characterizes the dissipation. (This result is obtained 

for a cubic potential which is an excellent approximation for I ~ 10 .) 

The important experimental parameters as shown in (3) and (4) are 

6U, ~, Q and T. To determine Q and wp the Berkeley group has designed 

a microwave resonant activation experiment 6 which ~rovides an "in-situ" 

measurement of these two quantities. By studying at high T the escape 

rate as a function of the bias current and using the classical formula 

(3), 10 can be measured. Knowing 10 and I, 6U is directly determined. 

To present the experimental results, it is very convenient to intro-
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duce an "escape temperature" Tesc defined by 

(5 ) 

It is clear from (3) and (5) that at high temperature, Tesc must be 

identical to T. MQT should manifest itself at low temperatures, by a 

leveling off of Tesc towards a zero temperature value kBTesc = HWp/{7.2 

[1 + (.87/Q)] - (Hwp/~U)ln a}. These theoretical predictions are shown 

in Fig. 3, together with some experimental results. The circles cories

pond to a junction with 10 - 9.7~A, Wp - 4GHz and Q - 10. The squares 

correspond to the same junction but with its critical current reduced to 

10 = 1.3~A by an applied magnetic field, so as to bring it to a classi

cal regime (by lowering wp) even at the lowest temperatures (these results 

constitute in fact a selfconsistent check on the measurement of T). For 

the high critical current junction Tesc does become independent of 

temperature and is in good agreement with the MQT predictions. 

We conclude by saying that the experimental results presented here 

strongly support the existence of MQT. More experiments in different 

junctions are necessary to explore the effects of damping. In the fu

ture, more detailed answers to our initial question will probably arise 

from experiments on microwave resonant activation in the quantum limit 

and from quantum coherence experiments on single junction SQUIDs.1 

This work was supported by the Director, Office of Basic Energy Re

search, Office of Basic Energy Sciences, Materials Sciences Division of 

the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098. 
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Fig. 1 Current biased resistively 
shunted Josephson junction model. 

Fig. 2 "Washboard" potential U(a) 
for a bias current I < Ia~ 
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Fig. 3 Escape temperc>.ture Tesc v. T for an underdamped junction, 
in the classical (squares) and in the quantum (circles) limits. 
The potential U(a) is sketched for the two cases. The full line 
is the classical thermal activation theoretical result. Also sho\"'Il 
is the MQT theoretical prediction at T = O. 
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